Enjoy the Freedom Now of Wireless Intraoral Scanning with TRIOS

3Shape releases TRIOS 3 Wireless Intraoral Scanner

Copenhagen, March 21, 2017 – Today at the International Dental Show (IDS) 3Shape launches TRIOS 3 Wireless - a wireless version of its award-winning TRIOS intraoral scanner.

The new TRIOS 3 Wireless connects via Wi-Fi to laptops and the TRIOS cart. This eliminates the need for a connecting cable between the intraoral scanner wand and computer.

To make scanning simpler, the TRIOS 3 Wireless wand, like in all TRIOS models, can be used to navigate between scan pages on the PC so that there’s no need to touch the keyboard or mouse when scanning a patient.

TRIOS 3 Wireless features an easy battery exchange for non-stop scanning and includes three long-lasting rechargeable batteries with the digital color impression solution.

“Working with doctors, we discovered that, because of TRIOS’ insane scanning speed, the only thing slowing anyone down was maneuverability. With TRIOS 3 Wireless, doctors and their assistants are now free to move anywhere they want, as fast as they can, while they scan. It’s really changing the entire impression-taking experience,” says Flemming Thorup, President and CEO at 3Shape.

The TRIOS 3 Wireless features the same insane speed, documented accuracy and leading technologies that made the digital color impression solution the winner of the Cellerant Best of Class Technology Award for Intraoral Scanners the last four years in a row.

Innovative technologies in the TRIOS 3 Wireless and all TRIOS color models include: intraoral scanning in lifelike colors, both built-in shade measurement and an intraoral camera, and HD photos.

TRIOS’ documented-accuracy enables the digital impression-taking of a full range of indications and materials including, exclusively to the TRIOS intraoral scanner, the scanning for removable partial dentures, temporary crowns, virtual diagnostic wax-ups, and post and core cases.

In addition, TRIOS is seamlessly integrated with the widest selection of implant manufacturers, orthodontic treatment providers like Invisalign, dental laboratories, as well as Practice Management Systems, and select milling machines and 3D printers for same day dentistry.

About 3Shape

3Shape is changing dentistry together with dental professionals across the world by developing innovations that provide
superior dental care for patients. Our portfolio of 3D scanners and CAD/CAM software solutions for the dental industry includes the multiple award-winning 3Shape TRIOS intraoral scanner, the game-changing 3Shape X1 4-in-1 CBCT scanner, and market-leading scanning and design software solutions for dental labs. Two graduate students founded 3Shape in the year 2000, and today the company’s fast-growing team of employees in 19 offices worldwide is serving customers in over 100 countries. 3Shape’s products and innovations continue to challenge traditional methods, enabling dental professionals to treat more people more effectively. www.3shape.com